awards13
PEOPLE’S CHOICE AWARD
ONLINE VOTING
Scroll down to view this year’s entries and select your
favorite. Note the entry code in the lower left corner.
Go to https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/INawards13,
select your winning project and tell us what you liked best
about it.
The PEOPLE’S CHOICE winner will be announced at the
INawards13 ceremony Mon. October 7, 2013 at SAM. For
tickets go to http://inawards13-eac2.eventbrite.com.

The
Brando
Resort
Villa
Tetiaroa, Tahiti, French Polynesia
5,000 sf

• Refuge from the climate
• Authentic Polynesian experience
• Blending the inside with out

As part of the Brando Resort in Tetiaroa, an atoll
once used by Tahitian Chiefs and purchased by
Marlon Brando after shooting the film “Mutiny on
the Bounty”, this LEED Platinum villa aspires to
blend the local history, culture and climate into
a new polynesian architecture. One that creates
a refuge from the unyielding sun, yet blends the
inside with the outside beauty.
The interior design experience is inspired by the
natural, Tahitian environment, the local culture,
and the experience of the French Polynesia. A
louvered shading element is a reflection of Tahitian
weaving traditions as well as natural sun shading
provided by palm fronds throughout the island.
Local resources such as wood, woven materials
and volcanic stone are used in the interior
spaces, allowing guests to feel tied to the unique
locale, while still enjoying a distinctive, luxurious
experience.
The materials and finishes palette has a feel of
sophistication appropriate for a luxury resort. But,
luxury for this project is defined as “simple luxury”,
a more authentic experience reflecting the villa’s
natural surroundings. The furniture concept is
inspired by the balance of the warmth of the sun
with the cool of the shade. Richer woods and
traditional pieces create a more structured
environment.

Welcome to Via6

Via6
Seattle, WA

Come on in - The entrance to Via6
is off the corner of Sixth Avenue and
Lenora Street. It acts as a continuation
of the city street, welcoming residents
and visitors to explore the restaurants,
pub, café, urban grocer, flower shop,
and a bicycle shop along the building’s
interior passageway.

Warm, Urban - Handcrafted fixtures and furniture, accented with contemporary and eclectic
counterparts inside the lobby of Via6 draw visitors in. This photo shows the sitting area just inside the
main entrance where residents can warm up next to this burnished, steel-plate fireplace. Wood ceiling
clouds hide all mechanical and provide benefits for the acoustics, dampening echo and extraneous
sounds from this very active space.

Authentic - Whether it’s the furniture you sit on or the steps you take,
many of the elements that residents interact with in Via6 were designed
to have an authenticity and ‘forged’ appearance. This beautiful concrete
work blends into the warm, wood-insert risers, bringing a refinement
to the space.

The Pavilion

The inspiration for Via6 is grounded in the desire
for a new, vibrant standard of urban residential
life in downtown Seattle. Via6, the largest private
residential development in the city’s history, has
begun to transform an area that had little street
life or pedestrian oriented uses to connect fastgrowing South Lake Union with Seattle’s retail core.
Located at the edge of several evolving districts, the
team worked to create a setting for an authentic
community, with a vibrant mix of street-level uses,
restaurants and leisure spaces mixed seamlessly
with residential amenities to frame a complete
residential experience.
The two-tower development rises above a sevenstory base with frontage along the full length of
the block. Street level uses include restaurants,
a pub and a café, an urban grocer, flower shop,
and a bicycle shop. These uses are permeable
and open in to the streetscape, and connect to an
interior “market street”, blending with residential
amenities. This blending of the public and private
uses in the building helps to create the sense of an
authentic place, one with varied activities and an
active social life.
Interactive media displays and other amenities
are interspersed among the retail uses, blending
public and private and creating an urban village
feel. A mezzanine level provides additional, flexible
shared community space for quiet introspection or
heavy socializing, and also houses the fitness room
and a game room, available for use by the resident
community.

Gather round - Resting on the lower rooftop between Via6’s two towers is the Pavilion building. Acting as communal hub for residents of Via6,
the Pavilion offers a lounge, entertainment areas, demonstration kitchen, and outdoor BBQ areas.

At the lower rooftop between the two towers a
Pavilion offers a series of both indoor and outdoor
resident communal spaces including a lounge,
demonstration kitchen, outdoor BBQ areas, formal
dining area and conference room with formal and
informal seating areas.
The design of the residential units accentuate the
verticality of the towers, which rise 24 stories above
ground with 3 levels of below-grade parking.
A variety of use in the floor plans maximizes the
functional use of living space, with open and
flexible plans.

Working with tight ceiling spaces - The architecture and green roof demanded that all mechanical systems be incorporated into the interior
spaces. The challenge was to conceal the HVAC, but still create a dynamic ceiling space and maximizing the height of the interior space.

Incorporation of Technology - The Pavilion’s interior design includes
technology amenities that are seamlessly incorporated into the finishes.
You can plug your own device into the system to play your own music as
well as control the AV from ipods in each space. Gaming controls are also
incorporated into mill work, hidden behind in niches that are ready to be
pulled out for play.

G G L O
architecture | interior design | landscape architecture | planning & urban design

1301 First Ave. Suite 301
Good Flow - Connections to the outdoor spaces were reinforced to extend
interior uses as wells as capturing views to the city.

Flexibility - This room is a demonstration kitchen for a top
local chef and his filming studio, but primarily acts as an
extended living area and amenity space for tenants.

Seattle, WA 98101
206.467.5828
www.gglo.com

Kardokus Residence

IN home
Size 3,800 SF
Location Seattle, WA
Completion 2013

This private residence in Magnolia began as a second
story addition, but due to client goals and confined site
conditions, it quickly morphed into a new home atop
an existing foundation. Initially charged with creating a
contemporary rendition of a Prairie Style home, the design
team integrated cues from classic Prairie Style Architecture
such as long roof overhangs and horizontal banding
with contemporary massing and a Pacific Northwest
material pallet. Clean detailing of wood, stone, glass and
brick provide a sophisticated yet warm character to this
3-bedroom home. A central “core” clad in shou sugi ban (or
partially burnt fir & cedar) supports the cantilevered stair
and organizes interior spaces on all 3 floors. Interior spaces
frame commanding views of Elliott Bay and offer excellent
indoor and outdoor opportunities for entertaining guests.

1936 First Avenue South
Seattle Washington 98134
www.urbanadd.com
206 274 8020

DAVITA COrPOrATE FINANCE OFFICES
FEDErAL WAy, WAShINgTON

1

As a Fortune 500 company and one of the leading providers in kidney care
in 2,000 clinics across the county, DaVita had outgrown its offices in downtown Tacoma. The solution was found in the renovation of 182,000 sq. ft. of
space in an existing office building in Federal Way to accommodate 700 Corporate Finance and Information Technology teammates. As a business that
identifies itself as a community first and a company second, DaVita wanted
to approach this project with a design that reflected the company’s culture
and promoted health and wellness in their employees (teammates).
One way in which this was accomplished was by breaking the large scale
of the 2-story building down into a more human scale. The workspace is
broken down into four thematic zones based on earth, air, fire and water that incorporate a centrally located “Skylight Lounge” – a space with
comfortable lounge seating, open café, and a water feature. These spaces
can be used as an informal meeting space to promote socialization and
togetherness under oversized round skylights in various sizes. In addition
to healthy workspaces, amenities such as an outdoor terrace, corporate
café, training rooms, fitness center and an on-site employee clinic support
a culture of well-being and a rich work environment.
Colors, materials and furniture were chosen with a Northwest inspiration.
Wood, stone, and translucent materials were used in a sustainable way
for interior architectural finishes as well as furniture. A full spectrum of
accent colors was introduced to bring in energetic outdoor colors. Materials, colors, and DaVita’s meaningful branding messages were used to
identify various work zones and create a well-balanced workplace. The

2

3

4

5

1 Connecting two floors with abundant natural light from new round skylights, the “Skylight Lounges” provide casual, multi-purpose community space where teammates gather
throughout the day. 2 Smaller, informal team meeting areas with comfortable furniture and lighting are set up to encourage social networking and knowledge sharing. 3 The
“Skylight Lounge” areas bring natural light into open spaces through skylights of various sizes. Conference rooms with translucent glass walls connect to the natural light as well.
4 A multi-use training facility and café connects to an outdoor terrace through folding garage doors. The 5,000 s.f. terrace is located next to an existing greenbelt site and offers
fruit trees, a water feature, a double-sided fireplace with lounge furniture and an herbal garden. 5 An on-site Fitness Center with private showers/lockers contributes to employee
health and well-being as well as providing storage and changing rooms for bike commuters. 6 An on-site clinic is provided for employees to promote preventative healthcare.

new space realizes DaVita’s goal to develop and maintain a friendly work
environment for their “Evergreen Teammates”.

6
Architect / Interior Design

2111 Pacific Avenue, Tacoma, Washington
www.mcgranahan.com
general Contractor:

227 Westlake Avenue North, Seattle, Washington
www.sellen.com

Goodsill Anderson Quinn & Stifel
Established in 1878, Goodsill Anderson Quinn & Stifel is one of Hawaii’s oldest law firms.

The Four Botanicals
Great effort was taken to incorporate
Goodsill’s Hawaiian culture and history
into their new office environment. These
design elements are taken from design
motifs created for the offices of
Goodsill Anderson Quinn & Stifel LLP
at Alii Place, in Honolulu.
Each of the four botanical images represents
a plant significant in Hawaiian culture. The
space becomes one that is welcoming, with
familiar associations to hospitality, knowledge
and light, plus symbolism to rebirth, honor
and commitment, roots and foundation.
KI, or TI, is associated
with welcome.

KUKUI, is associated with
knowledge and light.

MAILE, signifies rebirth,
honor and commitment.

The office space is complimented by a sense of
lightness that flows easily from one area to the next
by thoughtful use of indigenous materials, glass and
lighting design. Further enforcement of the Hawaiian
culture is through the use natural light and material
indigenous to the islands. Hawaiian Koa wood
reinforces the overall concept of bringing a sense of
craftsmanship into the space. The uses of stone and
light materials in the architecture and furniture bring
a sense of warmth and texture to the space.
The awe-inspiring views, from the makai side
facing the ocean and from the mauka side facing
the mountains, are enhanced through the use of
glass systems around the entire office to allow
natural light into the office interiors.

TARO, or KALO, a staple in
Hawaiian diet, signifies
roots and foundation.

Goodsill had three main objectives for their new office: Update their offices to fit current best practices, position
themselves for the future and to adapt to changes that may occur, retain employees and attract future talent.
The design of their offices reflects a premier law firm where a modern sensibility rooted in the spirit of Hawaii
and provides a collaborative, dynamic and purposeful experience for employees, visitors and clients.

A New Chapter Begins
Peter Kashiwa, Goodsill’s managing partner: “This begins
a new chapter of the Goodsill story, our new workspace
is cutting edge, maximizing technology and efficiency to
effectively provide legal services in the 21st century.”

www.CALLISON.com

SHED
The Shed is one of three new buildings
on a Midwest-based medical software
company campus housing 105,000
square feet of corporate office space.
The interior design pays homage to
the agricultural roots of the area. The
concept is an amalgamation of art and
agriculture, where the iconic elements
of the farm, such as the shed, the tractor, and the fields, are celebrated. A
deconstructed tractor is provocatively
displayed on a three-story lobby wall
so that each part’s beauty and history are appreciated. The materials,
graphics and details are deeply rooted
in the Midwest landscape, and come
together to create an artistic modern
interpretation of the agrarian culture.

seattle, washington

Confidential Corporate Client

This project is a full renovation of an existing three-story, 140,000 SF facility that had private
offices and long corridors. The renovation transforms the workplace into an open plan
team-based environment. Design goals included enabling agility and access by removing
barriers between people and providing choices for flexibility; creating a balance of spaces
that support all types of work, from formal to casual and team to individual; celebrating
achievements and fostering community with dynamic gathering spaces; and embracing the
energy of work in process by providing the tools needed for collaboration and innovation.
Teams are organized into neighborhoods of twelve to eighteen people, sharing a range
of support spaces including informal and formal team rooms of varying sizes. Each
neighborhood is fully reconfigurable with the ability to implement changes coincident with the
client’s work cycles.
Wayfinding is enhanced by a graduated pattern of fiber cement board panels and
reinforced by a curved “smile” wall and light tube emanating from branded light boxes.
A centrally located, light filled “hub” provides the social heart of the building. It is open to
floors above and below, connected by a central stair and includes kitchen, dining, and
informal seating. The lowest level of the hub includes a highly flexible “workshop” designed
to encourage collaboration across teams.

DATE COMPLETE
June 2013
ARCHITECT
ZGF Architects LLP
CONTRACTOR
Howard S. Wright Construction
SIZE
Total
140,000 SF

Confidential Corporate Client

This project transforms 40,000 SF of space on the third floor of an existing building from
private offices and corridors into open plan team workspace supported by a range of
focused work pods. The open floor plan maximizes natural daylight and views to the
outdoors while balancing the client’s corporate culture and identity as an innovative,
technology-driven industry leader.
The concept is based around an open environment segmented into a series of quiet
but interactive team “neighborhoods” surrounding collaborative group community
activity areas. The plan encourages collaboration while at the same time incorporating
occupant-specific features to accommodate the various business units who occupy the
space. Flexible, modular work spaces appeal to different generational and work styles;
offer opportunities for both quiet and interactive work; and provide a healthy and highly
productive workplace environment.
Bright splashes of color help indicate neighborhoods. Larger conference rooms are located
near the atrium and dining hub. A climbing wall offers playful diversion. Spaces address a
variety of workspace needs, now and into the future.

DATE COMPLETE
August 2012
ARCHITECT
ZGF Architects LLP
CONTRACTOR
Howard S. Wright Construction
SIZE
Total
41,380 SF

Facebook
Seattle, WA
37,000 sf
Completed June 2013

a canvas for self expression
a space that promotes human connection
a reflection of culture
AS the only oFFiCe outSide oF Menlo PArk thAt houSeS
engineerS, FACebook'’S SeAttle oFFiCe ProxiMity to other
teChnology giAntS hAS AlloWed it to tAP into the deeP
engineering tAlent in the AreA. their exPonentiAl groWth ’
FroM A teAM oF three to CloSe to 100 in only tWo yeArS ’ hAd
theM Moving to A neW loCAtion thAt CAn houSe uP to 200
StAFF, And CAn ChAnge AS quiCkly AS they do.
FACebook iS A CreAtive CoMPAny, Where the SPirit oF MAking
thingS PerMeAteS the Culture. to thiS end, their neW SPACe
enCourAgeS CreAting And building to ConneCt engineerS
to the AnAlog environMent And to ProMote the huMAn
ConneCtion. SPACeS SuCh AS the MiCrokitChen, Cozy rooMS,
PoP-uPS, PArkS And Chill SPACeS helP Strike A bAlAnCe
betWeen CollAborAtion And FoCuSed Work.

unlike A Fixed StruCture, SPACe iS treAted AS An interFACe
PlAtForM thAt engineerS CAn ModiFy And MAniPulAte. AS
building bloCkS, CoMPonentS oF the ArChiteCture CAn
MorPh And beCoMe WhAt uSerS WAnt their environMent
to be. interior WAllS Are uSed AS blAnk CAnvASeS Where
eMPloyeeS CAn deFine the SPACe in the SAMe WAy thAt uSerS
deFine their oWn SoCiAl MediA WAll. uSe oF rAW MAteriAlS
And exPoSed StruCture CeilingS Are A byProduCt oF A
SiMPle APProACh in WhiCh deSign iS not About PlAStering
ChArACter, but AlloWing SelF exPreSSion.
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JPC ARCHITECTS

[storefront] Olson Kundig Architects Seattle, WA

[storefront] Olson Kundig Architects is an experimental work place for Olson Kundig Architects’
community collaborations, pro-bono design work, philanthropic and volunteer work, and for design
research and the development of design ideas.

Microsoft Envisioning Center Redmond, WA
Olson Kundig Architects, Interior design; nbbj, Interior furnishings and
staging; General Assembly, Industrial design.

Cooley
LLP
Seattle, WA
22,800 sf
Completed May 2013

• Brand expression through design
• Reusing and re-purposing of existing features
• Alignment with law firm design trends
To accommodate recent growth, Cooley LLP moved
into an expanded space in the downtown Seattle
core. Because the new space had previously been
occupied by a law firm, the private offices and
circulation areas were able to maintain their basic
structure, allowing for project resources to be
allocated to the entrance lobby and public areas –
where the most impact could be made on their brand
expression and visitor experience.
The minimal renovation of the private offices focused
on maximizing access to natural light through
finishes and furniture that lighten up the space.
The public area and entrance renovation created an
opportunity to represent the Cooley brand at their
front door. Natural materials such as wood and stone,
were used throughout, and help represent Cooley’s
Northwest presence to their local clientele.
Aligning with the latest law firm trend of
incorporating self contained reception/conference
areas, the team created a flexible and spacious public
area with large pivoting glass doors that allow the
space to open up to accommodate large events. With
library space size decreasing in the law firm industry,
the library function was combined with conferencing,
creating a multifunction space that maximizes real
estate.

c

Harley and Lela Franco Maritime Center
The Harley and Lela Franco Maritime Center represents a 21st century working waterfront business focused on marine
innovation, sustainability and employee success. The project goal was to create one of the healthiest, sustainable
workplaces in the country that encourages employee communication and enables all to thrive within their working
environment. The client’s goal was to design a workplace focused on both environmental protection and employee health.
The new office offers employees an enjoyable workplace with access to the water, daylight and great views.
Located on a designated Superfund site on the east channel of the Duwamish Waterway on Harbor Island, the design team
was tasked with the complicated assignment of designing on contaminated land. The result is a four-story, 48,000 square foot
headquarters building sited to maximize views, daylight and internal communication. The three buildings are linked together
with a variety of organized outdoor spaces to create both functional waterfront zones to work on the barges and tugs, as well as
flexible outdoor event space for employees and clients to enjoy.
The headquarters is designed into two rectangular bars (metaphorically related to barges) linked by wood bridges at each level
and placed around an atrium at the heart of the building. The celebrated atrium is open to all levels and topped with a large
skylight and operable vents. This innovative design allows daylight and natural ventilation to flow throughout the entire space.
The building is exceptionally open and connected to the natural environment.

Additionally, the Maritime Center contains diverse program elements beyond a typical workplace environment including
a fitness center, commercial-grade kitchens, marine training center for continuing education, a dispatch center for all of
Harley Marine’s global fleet, and a live marine touch tank symbolizing the company’s leadership in marine sustainability and
environmental protection.
The building is striving for LEED® Platinum certification through a variety of sustainable strategies including PV panels, reclaimed
and re-used materials, rain water collection and re-use, and daylight harvesting. All of the furniture was selected in close
connection with the client with a focus on health and employee wellness.

T H E C L I E N T ’ S G O A L WA S TO D E S I G N A W O R K P L A C E F O C U S E D O N B OT H E N V I R O N M E N TA L P R OT E C T I O N A N D E M P LOY E E H E A LT H .

Wenatchee Valley College – Music and Arts Center

Hudtloff Middle School

NortheasterN UNiversity soUth Lake UNioN CampUs

Seattle, WaShington | Completed deCember 2012 | 5,700 Square Feet
a Small SpaCe optimized by StaCked oFFiCeS Surrounding a mezzanine Floor

Heirloom Vegetarian Restaurant is an all encompassing project for
which we were responsible for the interior design, identity branding
and custom art work.
Heirloom is located in the Douglas Lodge building (built in 1907) at
West 12th and Granville Street. Once dark and introverted, the room

now takes on a light and airy feel through the use of bleached fir,
white Vitra Hal Chairs by Jasper Morrison and white-washed brick
walls. Repurposed old cabinetry serve as the back bar
storage/display, while custom art work brings an element of
humour to the room.
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Ward&Co Men’s Grooming

IN hospitality
Size 450 SF
Location Seattle, WA
Completion 2013

This postage-stamp-sized men’s retail store,
located beneath Seattle’s classic Rainier
Tower in Rainier Square, is roughly 450 SF and
takes advantage of the gracious storefront
and visibility to 4th Avenue. From straight
razors and shave brushes to hair trimmers
and skincare, Ward&Co is a locally-owned
retail store dedicated to keeping men
well-groomed. Using classic, durable and
simple materials, the space was designed
to be inviting for the male customer, and
to appeal to the Seattle native and tourist
passerby alike. Cork is used in various vertical
applications, as well as throughout the
merchandising scheme. Retail displays are
clean and organized, yet allow for multiple
configurations of product. An antique pedestal
sink allows men to sample products in the
store, just as they would use them at home.

1936 First Avenue South
Seattle Washington 98134
www.urbanadd.com
206 274 8020

AT&T Michigan Avenue Flagship Store
Designed to humanize technology
in a way that is fun, interactive and approachable.

Creating a “Future Friendly” Technology Store

•

•

•

Created a “future friendly”
technology store with lifestyle
vignettes showcasing how the
products integrate and improve
a customer’s everyday activities.
Humanized the technology store
environment by encouraging
individual and group customers
to participate in fun, informative
retail zones and interact with
touch screen learning tables
and podiums.
Designed collaboration areas
ideal for face-to-face learning
experiences and technical
support help.

•

•

•

Implemented sustainable design
practices by using reclaimed
teak wood, high-recycle content
materials, low VOC materials,
LED light fixtures and locally
sourced fixture suppliers.
Determined the best locations
for displaying 155-inch LCD
monitors running a looped motion
animation video which reinforces
AT&T’s brand.
Strategically designed a transparent storefront and placed the
“explorer WiFi lounge” next to
Michigan Avenue so the 18-foot
high video wall is visible from the
street to draw in foot traffic.

Every material, lighting
specification, furniture
component, and design
decision was vetted for its ability
to achieve sustainability goals.
Close design collaboration
with the client and construction
partners allowed the project to
stay on schedule and achieve
LEED Platinum certification.

Creating an Interactive Sales Experience

We wanted to change
the sales experience
from “transaction to
interaction,” creating a
variety of comfortable
places for face-to-face
connections, including
mobile landing stations,
cafe-style learning
tables and sit-down
lounge areas.

“To create a new store experience that would be a living, breathing expression of the evolving brand.”

Rather than focusing on the devices
themselves, we showcased AT&T’s
products integrated into everyday
experiences in the “Lifestyle Boutique,”
“Experience Platform” and “The Gallery.”
In these areas products are presented
in focused collections combining devices,
apps, and accessories into rich and
relevant stories.

The AT&T Michigan
Avenue Flagship
Store opened in
September 2012 in
a 10,000 sf space
at the corner of
Michigan Avenue
and Ontario Street
(previously occupied
by Ann Taylor). The
new store is AT&T’s
largest in the nation.

Lifestyle Boutique

Adding local flavor,
a theater-style
“Chicago” sign
identifies the store’s
“Chicagoland”
lifestyle boutique,
an area that presents
devices, apps, and
accessories with a
Chicago mindset—
Chicago sports team
phone cases, local
apps, biking accessories for devices,
and more.

Experience Platform

A key feature of the
flagship’s layout is a
“product runway”
down the center of
the space. Around
the perimeter, lifestyle
boutiques organize
curated assortments
of mobile devices,
accessories, apps,
and accessories in
areas focused on
fitness, productivity
and sharing content.

Experience Music Platform

The Gallery

12-foot-high video
‘blades’ subdivide
the store’s Experience
Platform areas,
including home
security and automation, entertainment,
music, and automobiles. Located up
three steps from
the main floor, these
areas offer solutions
to everyday challenges
in vignettes
styled after home
environments.

www.CALLISON.com
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HOTEL ZETTA SAN FRANCISCO, A Viceroy Urban Retreat Hotel
{ THE LOGISTICS }
San Francisco, CA - SoMa District
Renovation & Repositioning of
existing Hotel Milano (built in 1913)
116 Guestrooms and Suites
2,760 sq. ft. of Meeting Space
Completed: Feb. 20th, 2013
Operator: Viceroy Hotel Group
Owner: Pebblebrook Hotel Trust
Architect: Stanton Architecture
{ AWARDS }
Fortune’s ‘9 Best New Business Hotels 2013’
CNN’s ‘America’s 10 Highest Tech Hotels 2013’

{

REBOOT.

REUSE.

RELAX

}

{ THE STORY }
Our client’s directive was to create an upper–luxury product that would be attractive
to the area’s dynamic ‘Tech Market’, catering to the unique tastes, needs and casual
lifestyle of a successful ‘Tech Geek’. Socially engaging at a very high level.
We needed an environment that would offer layers of wit and spontaneity, and feel, warm
inviting and luxurious.
Art, technology and sustainability needed to be part of the
hotels core DNA. Personal, individualistic, entertaining and ‘West Coast’ casual; the
hotel needed to be the place to go after work to plug in and hangout.
Fusing art and sustainability, in a natural, personalized and thus meaningful manner
became our goal. We used sustainable materials throughout the hotel paired with dynamic
and engaging art made from recycled, re-purposed ‘ junk’, that celebrated the ideas of
recycling and reuse in a innovative, fun and surprising manner.

Christian Science Reading Room Seattle, WA

Westland Distillery

IN hospitality
Size 13,000 SF
Location Seattle, WA
Completion 2013

The design team worked closely with Westland’s
owners to create their new distillery in Seattle’s
SODO neighborhood. The flow of the facility weaves
the guest tour experience seamlessly into the
fermenting and distillation processes, offering guests
a unique perspective on the time-honored art of
making whiskey. Behind the tasting bar and whiskey
library, the facility houses a 6,000-liter mash house
and a world-class still room comprised of a 7,560-liter
wash still and a 5,670-liter spirit still. The barrel room
holds upwards of 100 barrels waiting to be filled
and aged in Westland’s Rackhouse on the Olympic
Peninsula. Staff offices are located on the mezzanine,
above a state-of-the-art climate-controlled QC lab.
Materials such as reclaimed, rough-hewn timber and
raw steel were selected to respect the owners’ family
history in the logging industry and to recall the
existing warehouse timber structure, once used for
manufacturing cranes by Seattle’s Ederer Company.

1936 First Avenue South
Seattle Washington 98134
www.urbanadd.com
206 274 8020
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Select your favorite and note the entry code in the lower
left corner.
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select your winning project and tell us what you liked best
about it.
The PEOPLE’S CHOICE winner will be announced at the
INawards13 ceremony Mon. October 7, 2013 at SAM. For
tickets go to http://inawards13-eac2.eventbrite.com.
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